It is shown that many maximal functions defined on the Lv spaces are bounded operators on L" if and only if they satisfy a capacitary weak type inequality.
1. Throughout X will denote either the «-dimensional torus or Euclidean Rn. For each e>0 and r el, I some index set, let 0,(x) be a complex valued function of x e A belonging to LQ(X), for all q, 1 <q< co. Furthermore, assume that for each fixed r el, 6cT*f-+Fr strongly in LV(X) as £->0, feLV(X), l<p<cc. The symbol * denotes the usual convolution integration over X. Thinking of 0* as an approximation to a singular integral (convolution) operator 0r on LV(X) for each r el, we write Fr=6r*f If 6r e Lq, for all q, 1 <q< co, we permit 7 to be arbitrary, otherwise assume 7 is countable. Define the maximal operator Af(/) (x) by:
and assume M(f) is Lebesgue measurable on X. The theory for 0er, 0r, and M given here is modeled afterthe various maximal operators occurring in the literature, in particular when 0r e LQ, for all q, l<^<oo, 0r could be an "average" (as with the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function on R1) or a Dirichlet kernel (as with regard to "partial sums" of multiple Fourier series-see [4] , [6] , [9] ). When 0r is singular, interesting examples are 0"(x) = x~le~inx, x e X, « = integer, or the various "modified Dirichlet" kernels appearing in [9] . In general such operators satisfy a maximal inequality :
(2) \\M(f)h,x = C, I/I,., for all fe LV(X), l<p<cc, C" independent of/. The norms are LP(X) norms.
The main result states that inequalities of type (2) are equivalent to a capacitary weak type inequality. This is Theorem 1 of §2. In §3 some remarks concerning the results appearing in [3] and [8] are made, in particular it is possible to view these as corresponding to our case/>=2.
2. By a capacity C we will mean a nonnegative extended real valued set function defined on a a-additive class of sets of X which contains the compact sets and such that (i) C(0)=O, 0 =empty set, (ii) C(A)gC(B), for A<^B, (iii) C(U¿ ^¿)^2¿ C(AX In particular, we will be interested in:
Definition.
For k e Li(Rn) and lower semicontinuous, let
where the infimum is over all/e L%(X) such that &*/"(x)_T on A, A^X. The set functions Ckv are capacities and have been studied extensively in [7] . A property of Ck" proved in [7] and used below is: if/^-^/strongly in Lv, k=l,2, and by the arbitrariness of G and e the result follows.
Remark. If 0r */->/, a.e., for/in a dense class of Lv and (3) holds, then 6T*(k*f)-+k*fi CkiV-a.e. for allfe Lv, l<p<co.
3. For k e Lt(Rn), define
where the supremum is over all nonnegative Radon measures ¡i(pe J¿+) for which s\\pp¡x<=-K, .K compact, and \k*p\v,iXg\. Here \p\x is the total variation of p.. The capacity ck " is also studied in [7] where, for all analytic sets A, ck v(A)=Ck v(A)llv is established, l</><co.
For p=l, CkX is defined using ¿£X in place of L%, i.e., p e J(+ with ||/u||1< oo. For compact K, CktX(K)=ckX(K). See [5] . Thus when p=2 and when it is possible to write k=k0*k0, k0eLt, k0(x)=k0(\x\) and decreasing as |x|fco, then
Here the symbol ~ means the ratio is bounded above and below by positive finite constants independent of A. (Use the "boundedness principle" of [1] to prove this.) Also, if g denotes the Fourier transform in Rn, and Hk consists of all u e L2(X) such that (oe \l/2 2l"(n)|2 \mn)\2\ <co, -00 ' A denoting Fourier coefficients, then each u g Hk has an Z,2 representative as k*f fe L2(X), and ||«||jt=||/||2,jf With these facts, it is possible to view the results of [3] and [8] as included in the case/?=2 of Theorem 1. Finally, we note that if k=gx, the classical theorem of Beurling-SalemZygmund becomes Sii(ga */)(x) -> gx *f(x), Cga2-a.e.
SN the TVth partial sum of the Fourier series of gx*ffe L2(-n, tt). See [10, p. 195 ].
